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COMPUTER DETERMINATION OF SEISMIC 
VELOCITIES - A REVIEW 

BY 

J. F. MONTALEETTI” 

ABSTRACT 

During the past three years, the seismic exploration industry has given con- 
siderable attention to research and development of computer velocity analysis 
systems. Multifold ground coverage by seismic techniques such as the common 
depth point method provide a multiplicity of wave travel path information which 
allows direct determination of velocities associated with such paths. Apprecia- 
tion of the difficulties encountered in determining appropriate dynamic cor’Tect- 
ions when well information is minimal or data quality too poor to allow a reli- 
able Ta X2 study of common depth point recordings so that primary energy will 
he stacked in phase, led to velocity determination using high speed digital corn 
puter facilities. 

In this paper, the underlying principles of computerized velocity analysis will 
be reviewed. The velocities actually measured by such analyses and some of the 
commonly employed coherence measures such as crosscorrelation and semblance 
will be discussed to indicate their relationships to the input seismogram. A 
number of examples will be shown to demonstrate the performance of different 
techniques. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past three years, the seismic exploration industry has given 
considerable attention to research and development of computer velocity 
analysis systems. Multifold ground coverage by seismic techniques such 
as the common depth point method provide a multiplicity of wave travel 
path information which allows direct determination of velocities associ- 
ated with such paths. The effectiveness of the CDP method, among other 
factors, depends on applying the proper dynamic time corrections to the 
seismic data so that primary energy will be stacked in phase. Often in 
the past, these time corrections have been estimated from available well 
velocities in the vicinity of the prospect utilizing simple straight-ray or 
curved-ray methods, and of course have been applied with good success. 
The procedure however, becomes unsatisfactory when there is no well 
data available in the proximity of the prospect and because the velocity 
functions generated are for simple horizontally layered media, generally 
neglecting the effects of dipping horizons. 

These problems can be remedied by subsequent application of residual 
normal moveout, or by a T”, X2 study of common reflection point traces. 
The method is however, somewhat limited by the seismic interpreter’s 
ability to recognize and analyse visible strong reflectors and can become 
a particularly difficult task in poor record areas. Appreciation of these 
difficulties thus led to velocity determination using the digital computer. 
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In this paper, the underlying principles of computerized velocity analy- 
sis will be reviewed. The velocities actually measured by such analyses 
and some of the commonly used coherency measures such as cross COP- 
relation and semblance will be discussed to indicate their relationships to 
the input seismogram. A number of examples will be shown to demon- 
strate the performance of different techniques. 

PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD 

Let us first consider a simple horizontally layered model as shown in 
figure 1. Common depth point traces gathered and displayed in order of 
their distance from the energy source will show a common reflection hori- 
zon as a hyperbola according to the familiar equation 

FIG. l-Common depth point model for horizontal layering 

Ty,nZ = ‘0:” + $ (1) 
” 

where TV n 
’ = two-way travel time for offset distance x and layer n, 

T 0.n = two-way normal incidence time for layer n, 

vn = RMS velocity, 

These hyperbolic paths are shown in figure 1. 
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The RMS velocity is the same as that given by Dix (1955) and de- 
fined by 

where vi = interval velocity of the ith layer, 

t, = two-way normal incidence travel time in the ith layer. 

This definition represents the time-weighted, mean-square velocity and 
is contrasted to the simple average velocity 

; v.t. I 2 

va.n = i=l 

n (3) 

Expression (1) represents the “straight ray” approximation to the 
travel-time distance relationship for horizontal layering. Derivations of 
this expression leading to the RMS rather than average velocity defmi- 
tion can be found in the literature (Schneider and Backus (1968), Taner 
and Koehler (1969) ). Experimental studies using computerised ray trac- 
ing (Robinson, 1970) have shown that equation (1) yields good results 
for the time-distance relationship and that the average velocity definition 
should hardly ever be given serious consideration. In fact, this definition 
will invariably over correct a seismic record as the estimated average 
velocity will always be lower than that actually encountered. 

The more complicated case of dipping beds is shown in figure (2). A 
simple calculation for a single layer with velocity V and dip angle 0 
gives for the time-distance relationship in the common depth point con- 
figuration 

TX * = To 2 + x*cos*e 
7’ (4) 

where T, is the normal incidence time below the common ground point. 
This expression defines a hyperbola which becomes flatter as 0 increases, 
with an apparent velocity. 

v 
v = cos e (5) 
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FIG. 2-Common depth point model for dipping layers 

Model experiments using different dips and interval velocities for multi- 
layered media have indicated that arrival time-distance relations remain 
nearly hyperbolic so that we can define 

5,” 
* 2 2 

= T”,” + x2, 
T (6) 

where now, v represents t& apparent RMS or stacking velocity. Appro- 
priate choice of velocity V will thus define hyperbolic paths such as 
those shown in figure 2 so that proper corrections may be made when 
stacking the common depth point traces. In the most general form 
then, equation (6) expresses the tim_e-distance relationship for the 
common depth point configuration with V representing the apparent RMS 
or stacking velocity. 

Following these criteria, the principle of automatic velocity determin- 
ation is shown in figure 3. At a particular normal incidence time T,, a 
coherency measure is computed for var&us hyperbolic curves corres- 
ponding to a specified sweep of velocity V such that 
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FIG. LPrlnclple of computerized velocity analysis. 

in constant velocity increments Av. This coherency is output for each 
velocity at that normal incidence time so that the maximum value of 
the coherency determines the apparent velocity of the particular event. 
By varying the T, time an appropriate amount, a search such as this is 
carried out over the entire record length of interest so that a velocity 
function is determined. 

COHERENCY MEASURES 

In application of the principle of computerised velocity analysis, the 
coherency measure used can take many different forms. Since the main 
objective is to improve the stack of the common depth point traces, the 
actual composite can be used as a criterion for determining appropriate 
velocities. Define any digitised trace in a common depth point gather as 
f,,, where i refers to the channel index and t the time index. The trajec- 
tory across the gather corresponding to a particular velocity V will be 
given by t(i) so that the stacked amplitude for M input channels is given 
by M 

St = x fi,t(il. i=l (8) 
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This sum will exhibit a maximu_m when the trajectory t(i) corresponds 
to the correct apparent velocity V, that is, when the events are properly 
aligned before addition. By successively correcting the seismic record 
with a sweep of known velocities and displaying the composite traces, an 
appropriate velocity function may be determined from the maxima of 
the stacked amplitudes. 

A normalised version of the above 
of absolute amplitude variation as 

COH = 1 f fi,k(iJ 

expression can be written in terms 

(9) 

This expression will yield a value of unity if the traces have the same 
polarity or a value of zero if they are completely out of phase so that 

0 L COH61. (10) 
Many applications use cross correlatio_n as a coherency measure. For 
each particular time T,, and velocity V, zero-lag cross correlation sums 
are computed over a window of some specified length T which is cantered 
about T,. The cross correlation sum is determined according to 

T.CC = ): 2 x fi,t fi+!c,tci+!d , 
t k i (11) 

where the summations over k and i refer to all possible channel combina- 
tions and the sum over t refers to the time window over which the cross 
correlation is computed. Equation (11) is an unnormalized cross correla- 
tion which can be written more simply as 

* 

cc -g[[; fi,tci,l 
- 1,’ 

i 1.t 1 

cc =L s s: - 9 fi$ ,, 2 t 1 
This expression shows the unnormalized cross correlation sum to be 
equal to l/s the energy difference between the “output” energy of the 
stack S, and the gate input energy, where S, is defined as in (8) along 
the trajectory of interest. Thus, if t(i) defines the trajectory of a coher- 
ent event across the input channels, the first term of equation (12) will 
be large with respect to the second and CC will exhibit maximum. 

At this point, it is appropriate to consider normalization of equa- 
tions (11) and (12). The usual normalisation of (11) can be determ- 
ined from a statistical approach so that the normalised cross correla- 
tion sum can be written 

(13) 
cc1 = * 

$ f$f 
%,t fi+k,t(i+k) . 

M (M-1) 

4 
Z fift ? fZ+k,tU+k) 
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The constants introduced here ensure unit maximum amplitude so that 
the expression varies between I 1 according to the likeness and phase 
of the signal across the channels. This expression is the most familiar 
normalised cross correlation measure, where the denominator can be 
considered to represent the geometric mean of the energy in the chan- 
nels over the time gate chosen. 

Neidell et al (19691 normalised expression (121 by the average trace 
energy rather than the geometric mean. If all the fj, t were equal then 

cc = N @-l) * 
T fi,t 

(141 

2 

so that the energy normalised cross correlation sum is written 

1 * cc (151 
cctt = T ‘M(M-l)’ =L cc , 

112x 2 M-l 
F ‘E t i fi,t -2 -i f? t i 1,t 

with 

-&i<cc ” < 1. (16) 

Computationally, expression (13) requires M/2 more multiplications 
than (15). Further, the statistically normalized cross correlation will 
give unit correlation if the phase and shapes of the signal are identical 
across the channels, even if the RMS signal amplitudes in each trace are 
different, while (15) will considerably penalize such variations. To 
understand this last observation more clearly, consider the cross correla- 
tion for two channels f,,, and f,,, which have identical shape but differ 
in amplitude by a scale factor a < 1 so that 

f1.t = ft (17) 
f 2.t = 5 

The statistically normalised cross correlation is given by 

= l, 
(181 

while the energy normalized expression yields 

CC” = x ft aft = t 2axf: = 2a 
t (19) 

; F 
[ 

fg + 4 -4 
1 

ll+a*lx f* t t I + .z 
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If, for example, a = 0.5 
CC = 1, 
CC” = 0.8, (20) 

so that the sensitivity to RMS amplitude difference is evident. 

Another coherency measure often utilised in velocity analysis tech- 
niques considers the ratio of stacked trace energy to input energy. 
Using equation (81, this ratio is defined as 

c=zz 
[ 1 2 t i fi,t(il = :sg 

(211 

f T f:,,(i) c z ff,t(i, ti ' 
If there are M identical data channels then 

MZ x f: 
c= t 

= M, (221 

so that the normalised form of (21) becomes 

C’= ! : s: 
(231 

M 
z 4 C,tCil 

Physically then, (23) represents a normalised output/input energy ratio, 
with the output trace representing a simple composite of the input along 
the trajectory t(i). It has values in the range 

0 L C’ L 1. (241 
This coherency measure has been called the semblance coefficient (Neidell 
et al 1969) and is related to the energy normalised cross correlation func- 
tion by 

1 CM C’ - 11. 
CC” = s (25) 

Many ,other variations of these coherency measures are possible, each 
with its own advantages and limitations, but the above mentioned: vari- 
ation is stacked amplitude, statistical and energy normalized cross corre- 
lation and semblance are those most often used in computerized velocity 
analysis techniques at this time. 

APPLICATION OF THE METHODS 

To illustrate use of the various coherency measures discussed, a 24-fold 
marine recording has been subjected to a number of different analyses. 
Figure 4 shows the results of a constant velocity analysis. In this process, 
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FIG. LExample of a constant velocity analysis applied to a 2.l-fold marine lracr 
gather. The first record is the inpul seismogram lollowcd by rec0~1s cmrrctcd 

for a velocity scan from 1%OOO ftistx:. 10 4,900 ft~‘soc. 

the record is corrected for a constant velocity and the result displayed for 
each velocity used. Alignment of an event at R pwticular record time in- 
dicates the proper correction velocity for that. time. Picking alijinrnents 
across the velocity scans thus allows determination of an appropri;~te l’unc- 
tion. 

In the fiyre, the first record is the input seismogram followed by 
records corrected for a scan from 19,000 ft/sec. to 4,900 ft/sec. The out- 
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put, similar in appearance to a harmonic analysis, can b-e used to pick a 
reasonable velocity function on good data as shown here, but the computer 
time involved and the fact that a complete record is output for each 
velocity are disadvantages. Since the velocity increments used are neces- 
sarily large, a rather coarse definition of stacking velocities is obtained. 
The process however, does give a good visual indication of the velocities 
encountered. 

Figure 5 shows a constant velocity stack which is similar to the con- 
stant velocity analysis, except that after correction for a particular velo- 
city, the traces are summed and the result displayed, This procedure illus- 
trates use of the coherency measure given as equation (8) in the previous 
section. An interpretation has been made by picking the maximum ampli- 
tudes across the display and is shown by the solid curve. Picks from the 
previous constant velocity analysis are also indicated for comparison. The 
example clearly illustrates the fact that a fairly wide range of velocities 
will often provide adequate stacking amplitudes so that the interpreta- 
tion should be made with considerable care if a mo,re accurate velocity 
function is to be obtained. The technique demands considerably more com- 
puter time than the constant velocity analysis since a much finer velocity 
increment is used, but the visual compactness and this finer velocity scan 
are definite advantages. 

Application of statistically normalised cross correlation as a coherence 
measure is shown in figure 6. In this process, computations were carried 
out over a 60 ms. time gate with increments of 20 ms. At each time, a 
sweep of velocities from 5,000 ft/sec. to 20,000 ft,/sec. in 50 ft/sec. incre- 
ments was performed and the correlation coefficients displayed. Use of the 
correlation technique as opposed to variation in stacked amplitude is 
clearly evident, as a velocity function is readily picked from this display. 
For comparision, picks from the constant velocity stack are also shown. 

Figure 7 shows a comparison of four different coherence techniques: 
straight stack, absolute value sum, energy normalised cross correlation and 
semblance. In these processes, the coherency values were calculated for 
constant delta-T rather than constant velocity as in the previous ex- 
ample, and then output. A uniform delta-T increment uas used along 
with a time-varying search range for computational efficiency. Each meth- 
od shows to yield the same result in terms of the function defined, but 
generally sharper peaks are evident from the last two. The discriminating 
effect of energy normalized cross correlation with respect to RMS ampli- 
tude is clearly evident in the smear produced by the first break energy. 



5- Xxamplc of a constant velocity stack applied to the same record as 
r 4. The Z&fold input record is shown, followed by the stacked traces 
velocity used. This display demonstrates use of the coherency measure 

&+en in equation (8). 
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5 FIG. 7-~-A comparison of four different coherence techniques. In these examples, 
the coherency values were calculated at a conslant delta-T search. Record time 
in seconds is indicated along the other axis. The input record was the same as in 

the previous examples. 
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CONCLUSION 
The foregoing discussion has highlighted the principles of computerized 

velocity determination. Considerations have been given as to the meaning 
of the velocities measured by this process in terms of apparent RMS or 
stacking velocity. Following the definition of RMS velocity (equation 2), 
interval velocities may be obtained from an analysis using the we11 known 
relationship 

-2 
* 57 * 

Vn = n To.n - “n-1 =o,n-1 
(26) 

where 
TO,n - T “,Pl 

“” = interval velocity for the nth layer 
x7 n = RMS velocity for the nth layer 
T 0.n = two-way normal incidence time for the nth layer 

This calculation, although very simple to perform when time, velocity 
pairs are available, has often been exploited without proper attention 
given to dip, detector geometry and other factors which affect the ap- 
parent R.MS velocity obtained from a computerized velocity analysis. Con- 
sideration of some of these problems has been discussed by Taner et al 
(1970). 

A number of coherence measurements used in the application of velo- 
city analysis techniques have been discussed and their performance oa a 
24-fold common depth point marine record shown by means of several 
examples. It is hoped that this review has clarified both the principles and 
application techniques of the computerized velocity analysis process. 
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